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HR70-14
Talked to about-~poject He

will track this down and send it to me so I can discuss i with

ir. Dulles.

Talked to Dr. Langer in regard to the study and

suggested that this be rerun on SECRET paper there y raising the
classification from GONFIDENTIAL. This will be done and all copies
will be held until we authorize internal dissemination.

Mr. Helms called and wants to bring General Gehlen up to

see the DCI on Monday. I will arrange a time.

Talked to Dr. Andrews about his requests for the

Told him it was being rerun and that we would probably release copies
for 0/CD next week.

Called Dr. Langer and advised him that the DCI wants SE-16
printed and issued in the regular form for SEs. The DCI Feels there

is no need for this to be handled as a working paper and can use
the regular published edition.

Went to see Mr. Bohlen, State Department, and discussed
with him the Hoover letter, 27 September, in regard to the split
in the Politburo. Left a copy with him and have been assured he
will protect us on it. We will receive a copy of his memo to
Secretary Acheson. On the basis of this, a new evaluation of the
letter will be drawn up.
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I&S called me in regard to supplying material to FCDA.

Mr. Furnas State Department, called in regard to the
processing of They are going ahead with the administrative
processing but are a little worried about this sensitive area.
Will have a meeting in m office 2 o'cloc ues ay with Fisher Howe,

Furnas, Kirkpatrick and

Talked to Dr. Chadwell abou and also
about his proposed Advisory Group, headed by Dr. Webster. vill take
both of these matters up with Mr. Dulles on honday.


